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Abstract. Software Defined Networking (SDN) change the routing architecture
from distribution to centralization. Then the centralized controller placement becomes an important issue since network delay and synchronization will be affected.
In this paper, the problem of controller placement to optimize the network average
reliability is studied. We first consider the optimization problem for controller placement under the assumption with the shortest path between controller and switches,
and a clustering based optimal controller placement algorithm and sub-optimal algorithm base on greedy algorithm are proposed, respectively. Then, we extend the
controller placement problem to more general case with multi-paths between controller and switches. In this case, to reduce the computation complexity, a Reliability Factor is defined to replace the network average reliability. After that, modified
clustering based and greedy based algorithms are proposed to make the optimal and
sub-optimal solution, respectively. Finally, simulation results demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithms better than regular placement stratagem with
the Internet2 OS3E and the Internet Topology Zoo.
Keywords: controller placement, reliability optimization, clustering algorithm, greedy algorithm, reliability factor

1.

Introduction

Software Defined Networking (SDN) decouples the control plane and data plane, and
moves the control logic into a remote centralized controller [14, 18, 19, 23]. This new network paradigm can simplify the data forward, flexible manage the network and deploy
services base on a global network view, which could be used in many advanced networking environment, such as cloud network, content delivery network, data center network,
local area network, distribute file system and so on [5, 15, 20, 21, 28].
In SDN, many challenges are needed to be solved, such as the problem of scalability [9, 26], and robustness [24] for control plane, virtualization [8, 16, 29], communication
consistency [17], programing language [27], controller placement and so on. This paper
will focus on the issue of controller placement. A logically centralized and physically distributed architecture to improve SDNs scalability are proposed in [4, 13, 25]. The authors
of [4] design the hierarchy architecture for control plane, local controllers on the bottom
layer is deployed to deal with OpenFlow events based on local topology information, the
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root controller on the top layer is used to subscribes to topology events from local controllers to form the network-wide state. In [25], a distributed event-based control plane
for OpenFlow named HyperFlow has been proposed. It can minimize the control plane
response time for data plane requests by passively synchronizing network-wide views of
OpenFlow controllers and localizing decision making to individual controllers. A platform on top of a network control plane to realize a distributed system is proposed in [13],
which can provide a general API for control plane implementations, while allowing them
to make their own trade-offs among consistency, durability, and scalability.
The problem of controller placement has been studied in [3,6,7,10]. The authors in [6]
discuss the impact of quantity and location of controllers for latency of control-traffic
in WAN deployment, then the trade-off between them is evaluated. In [7], the authors
study the problem of controller placement to achieve a tradeoff between performance
and resilience metrics, and then the resilient pareto-based optimal controller placement
algorithm (POCO) is proposed. In [10], the problem of controller placement is studied to
maximize the reliability of the network. Authors of [3] propose a self-adaption version
to dynamic adjust controller quantity and placement according to scale and patterns of
network traffic.
Although some works have been done for the controller placement, most of them
focus on the performance of latency or the trade-off between quantity and location of
controller. To the best of our knowledge, the reliability problem is not well considered
for the controller placement. However, the reliability between controller and switches is
an important performance metric. This is because that the link faulty between controller
and switches will result in the failure of flow forward, which makes the switches cannot
receive instructions from the controller. Therefore, to fill this gap, we study the problem
of controller placement to optimize network reliability in this paper. The contributions of
this paper can be summarized as follows.
– Different from previous works, we study the problem of controller placement to optimize the performance of the network reliability. We first study the optimization problem based on the assumption of shortest path between controller and switches. Then,
we extend the optimization problem to the case of Multi-paths between controller and
switches.
– For the case of shortest path between controller and switches, a clustering based
global optimization algorithm and suboptimal controller placement algorithm based
on greedy algorithm are proposed, respectively, which can realize the controller placement and get a good performance in term of the network reliability.
– For the case of Multi-paths between controller and switches, the reliability optimization problem is NP-hard problem. Therefore, in order to simplify the computation
complexity, we first define a Reliability Factor (RF), which is used to denote the network reliability. Then the modified clustering based global optimization algorithm
and sub-optimal algorithm are proposed, respectively.
Finally, simulation results are illustrated to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the system
model is described, and the controller placement to optimize network reliability under the
assumption of shortest path between controller and switches is formulated. In Section 3,
the optimal and sub-optimal controller placement algorithms are proposed, respectively.
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We extend the optimization problem to the case of Multi-paths between controller and
switches in Section 4. Then the simulation results are evaluated in Section 5. Finally, we
conclude the paper in Section 6.

2.

System Model Description

The reliability problem between the controller and the switches for SDN can be viewed
as the reliability problem of SAT (source-to-all-terminal) in active network. In each control domain, the controller is equivalent to a source node, all switches in the domain is
regarded as the terminal nodes. Links and nodes have two states: reliable and failure.
Under this setup, we assume that there are M controllers and N switches in SDN, without loss of generality, let M ≤ N . Hence, we can use the graph theory to formulate the
problem of controller placement. Let graph G (V, E), where V denotes the node with
N + M = |V |, E is the edge denoting the link of network. We assume that there is
multi-paths between node u and node v, and let pu,v be the shortest path between node
u and node v. We use the index function Xl,pu,v = {0, 1}, Xn,pu,v = {0, 1} to denote that
whether the link l and node n is on the shortest path pu,v , respectively. Xl,pu,v =1, means
that the link l and node n are on the shortest path pu,v . otherwise, Xl,pu,v =0, Xn,pu,v =0.
We use rl and rn to denote the reliability of link l and node n, respectively. Here, we have
0 < rl < 1 and 0 < rn < 1. We assume that all links are non-correlation, and the failure
rate is independent. Let the switch set controlled by the controller m, m ∈ {1, 2, ..., M }
be Sm = {sm1 , sm2 , ...}. Therefore, the reliability between node and node under the
assumption of the shortest path can be expressed as
Ru,v =

Y
l∈E

rl Xl,pu,v ∗

Y

rn Xn,pu,v

(1)

n∈V

Hence, the problem of controller placement with the shortest path to optimize network
average reliability can be expressed as


M
P
P



R


m,sij 


m=1 smj ∈Sm
min 1 −


M







(2)

The optimization problem in (2) is to realize the controller placement to optimize the
average reliability of network between controllers and switches.

3.

Optimal and Sub-Optimal Controller Placement Algorithms
Under the Assumption of Shortest Path

To solve the optimal controller placement problem formulated in the above section, we
can view the optimization problem in (2) as clustering analysis problem, and use the
typical clustering algorithm named K-means algorithm [11, 22] to find the global optimal
solution.
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For the K-means algorithm, the process can be described as follows. It first divides
the data set into K different classes, and the objective criteria function is computed and
compared. Then executing the iteration process until the optimal solution reached. Hence,
for the controller placement problem, the function of the clustering criterion is the overall
network average reliability, each cluster represents a control domain, which includes the
controller (assuming that each control domain has only one controller) and the number of
switches controlled by controller.
In order to eliminate the impact for the clustering results from the initialization and
accelerate the convergence rate for clustering algorithm, we first select a candidate M
nodes for controller placement and let r = int (N /M ) − 1 , where r denotes the number of switches controlled by controller in each control domain. Then we check all the
control domain based on the principles of minimal reliability loss, and remove some of
the switches from the control domain with more than switches to the control domain with
switches less than r, until there is no control domain with switches less than r.
The clustering based optimal controller placement algorithm can be described as follows.

Algorithm 1 Clustering Based Optimal Controller Placement Algorithm.
1: Initialization: computing Rall,u =

|V
P|

Ru,V for all nodes u, and sorting Rall,u with de-

V,V 6=u

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

scending, selecting the first M nodes as an initial iteration controller and let the corresponding
set Cold = {co1 , co2, , ..., coM }, and Rold = 0
for v ∈ V and v 6∈ Cold do
compute the Rv,coi between node v and node coi in Cold , and allocate the node v to the
controller with larger Rv,Coi
generating the clustering clusters = clu1 , clu2 , ..., clum
for clui ∈ clusters, and u ∈ clui do
Compute the total reliability Rclui ,u for node u and other node in clui .
Choose the node u with largest Rchu,u as a new controller cni in clustering clui
Generate a new controller set Cnew = {c1 , c2 , ..., cM }
M
P
Compute the total network reliability Rnew =
Rchui ,cni
i=1

10:
Cold ← Cnew , Rold ← Rnew
11:
end for
12:
Repeating the step 6 − 10, until Cold = Cnew and Rold = Rnew
13: end for
14: Counting the number of switches nsi for each clustering
15: if there is nsi < r then
16:
for clui with nsi < r do
17:
for cluj with nsj > r do
18:
for u in cluj do
19:
Rlost,u = Rci ,u − Rcj ,u , and choose the node with minimum Rlost,u from
clustering cluj and add to the clustering clui , until all nsi > r
20:
end for
21:
end for
22:
end for
23: end if
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Although the above clustering based global optimization algorithm can search the
global optimal solution, the computation complexity of the algorithms are enormous.
Therefore, to simplify the computation complexity, we propose a sub-optimal algorithm
based on the greedy algorithm for placement controller. In the iteration, the algorithm
can guarantee that local optimal solution is reached. The sub-optimal algorithm based on
greedy algorithm is shown as follows.
Algorithm 2 Greedy based Controller Placement Algorithm.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

4.

Let i = 0, V1 = V
for u ∈ V1 do
compute the Ru,v for node u and node v, v ∈ V1 , u 6= v
end for
P
sorting the Ru,v for node u as descending, and select the first r node, and return Ru = r Ru,v
find the node u with Maximum Ru , and add it to the controller set C
select the first r node for node u as a switch set Su
remove the node u and node in set Su from set V1
Let i = i + 1
If i < m repeat step 2 − 10
else if i = m
if V1 6= Ø then
for v ∈ V1 do
Compute the reliability Rv,ci between v and controller in set C
Allocate v to the control domain with maximum Rv,ci
end for
else
stop
end if

Reliability Optimization with the Case of Multi-paths between
Controller and Switches

In the above section, we study the controller placement to realize reliability optimization
for the shortest path case. However, in the practical network, there are also Multi-paths
between controller and switches. Hence in this section, we extend the reliability optimization to the case of Multi-paths.
For the case of Multi-paths, we assume that there are total nu,v paths between node
u and node v the corresponding set 
is denoted as Ωu,v = pu,v,1 , pu,v,2 , ...pu,v,nu,v the
length of path ith is du,v,i , ψu,v = du,v,1 , du,v,2 , ...du,v,nu,v is the set of path length.
To simplify the problem analysis, we assume the node is reliable and link is unreliable, let
rl , 0 < rl < 1 denote the reliability of link l. Assuming that all links are non-correlation
and the failure rate is independent. Let the switch set controlled by controller m, m ∈
{1, 2, ..., M } be Sm = {sm1 , sm2 , ...}. We use the index function Xl,pm,smj ,i = {0, 1} to
denote that whether the link l is on the path Pm,smj ,i . Xm,smj ,i = 1 denotes that the link
l is on the path Pm,smj ,i , otherwise, Xm,smj ,i = 0. Therefore, the problem of reliability
optimization with the multi-paths can be expressed as
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min

1−

M
X

X

m=1 smj ∈Sm

Rm,smj
nm,smj

(3)

where Rm,smj denotes the reliability between node m and Sm,j . When the path between m and Sm,j is non-correlation , Rm,smj can be expressed as
nm,smj

Rm,smj = 1 −

Y

(1 − Rpm,smj ,i )

(4)

i=1

When the path between m and Sm,j is correlation, Rm,smj can be expressed as
ñm,smj

Rm,smj =

X

R̃pm ,smj ,i

(5)

i=1

Q
l∈E

where ñm,smj denotes the correlation between node m and node Sm,j . Rm,smj =
rl Xl,pm,smj ,i denotes the reliability of lth link between node m and Sm,j , R̃pm,smj ,i =

rl n(1) (1 − rl )n(0) denotes the reliability of the ith path between node m and node Sm,j
after disjoint cubes.
4.1.

Definition of Reliability Factor

For the optimization problem with Multi-paths between controller and switches, the computation complexity is enormous, especially for the large-scale network with lots of nodes.
Hence, to reduce the computation complexity, we first define the reliability factor, and use
the reliability factor to replace the network reliability.
In [30], the authors claim that the reliability can be represented by a combination
of possible paths between two nodes, an average length of path, and the maximum occupancy of the link. However, using the maximum occupancy of the link for all paths
between two nodes to denote the reliability is not sufficient. For example, as shown in
Fig. 1, the total paths between the node , and the node , are 2, the average length is 4,
the maximum link utilization is 1. However, we can obviously observe that the reliability between node and is superior to the reliability between node and . And it is easy to
see that between node and seven links are used, the average link occupancy ratio (i.e, the
correlation between the average path) is 8/7*2. And six links are used between node and
node , the average link occupancy ratio is 8/6*2. The lower the average link occupancy
ratio, the higher the reliability of the two nodes, which also applies to the path between
nodes in a more general scenario.
In addition, for some nodes, even though the number of paths, the average length, and
average correlation are the same, the reliability may be different. For example, as shown
in Fig. 1, the paths between node a, m and node a, h are 2, the average length is 4, the
average occupancy ratio of the link is 8/7*2, it can be clearly seen the reliability between
a, m, is superior to a, m. This is because the path between the two points a, h , is greater
than node a, m . The most extreme case can use x2 +y 2 ≥ 2xy to intuitively explain.
Extended to the more general case, this theory is also true that the greater the difference
degree of multi-path length between two points, the higher reliability. Therefore, in order
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Fig. 1. Example of reliability factor

to compensate the drawback of [30], we give a definition of new reliability factor between
node u and v . Before giving the definition of reliability factor, we first give the following
formula
nP
u,v

du,v =
nP
u,v

revu,v =

(6)

nu,v
n

i=1

(du,v,i −du,v )
du,v

o2
(7)

nu,v
nP
u,v

revu,v =

du,v,i

i=1

i=1

n

(du,v,i −du,v )
du,v

o2

nu,v

(8)

Where (6) represents the average length of all reachable paths between node u and v,
and (7) denotes the difference degree of all reachable path length between u and v, and
(8) represents the average correlation for all reachable paths between node u and v, which
contained a link to the path of the average occupancy rate of repetition, where nu,v,l is
the number of links are used for all paths between u and v. Based on the above described
formula (6) (7), (8), we define the reliability factor as
rfu,v =

nu,v
du,v ∗ depu,v ∗ (1 − revu,v )

(9)

The meaning of the expression (9) is that the more the number of paths between two
nodes, the shorter the average path length is, and the smaller the average correlation, the
higher difference degree between the path length, so the higher reliability of connection
has between these two nodes.
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Reliability Optimization Algorithm for the Case of Multi-paths

Based on the definition of reliability factor, we can use the modified algorithm 1 and
algorithm 2 to implement the controller placement with multi-paths scenario.
The reliability based optimal controller placement algorithm can be described as follows: for the clustering based global optimal controller placement algorithm proposed in
n
P
Algorithm 1, we use the rfall,u =
rfu,v to replace Rall,u , and use rfv,c0i , rfclui ,u ,
v,u6=v

rfnew =
and

m
P

rfclui ,cni and
i=1
Rlost,u , respectively.

rflost,u = rfci ,u − rfcj ,u to replace Rv,c0i , Rclui ,u , Rnew

Then the reliability based greedy algorithm is showed as follows: for the sub-optimal
controller placement algorithm based on greedy algorithm proposed in Algorithm 2, we
only need to use the rfu,v , rfu , and rfv,ci to replace Ru,v , Ru and Rv,ci , respectively.

5.

Simulation Results

In this subsection, we will evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms for the
reliability optimization under the assumption of shortest path and multi-paths. In [12], the
authors point out that the number of topology nodes for nearly half of the network has
less than 20, only about 10% of network has the topology nodes more than 51. Therefore,
we use the Internet2 OS3E [1], and the Internet Topology Zoo [2] in the simulation. And
we compare the proposed algorithms with the random placement algorithm. The random
placement algorithm is as follows. We first randomly selected a node u as a controller
from the set of V , and then randomly select nodes as switches in the control domain;
Repeat the above steps until the controllers and corresponding switches are selected. For
the random algorithm, we run 100 times during the simulation to avoid the randomness,
and the average value is used as the output.
5.1.

Simulation Results for the Case of shortest path

For the case of shortest path, we use OS3E topology including 34 nodes. We assume that
there are 4 controllers to be mapped. Assuming that the failure rate for nodes and link
follows the uniform distribution between 0 to 0.1, respectively. In the simulation, we use
global clustering and local greedy to represents the clustering based optimal controller
placement algorithm and sub-optimal algorithm based on greedy algorithm, respectively.
And random denotes the random algorithm, which mapping the controller randomly.
For the Fig. 2, we evaluate the performance of average failure rate for the proposed algorithms. From the Fig. 2, we can observe that the clustering based global optimization algorithm can get the optimal performance. This is because that clustering based controller
placement algorithm is based on the global information, then repeat the iteration process
until find the nodes with best performance, while the local search algorithm can only find
the local optimal point for each iteration. However, the computation complexity for the
local algorithm is less than the clustering based global algorithm, where the computation
complexity of global clustering algorithm is , while local greedy algorithms simply iterate
times. Therefore, in a large network topology or with low reliability requirements in the
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Fig. 2. Network average failure rate versus failure rate of each node or edge with shortest path

Fig. 3. The average failure rate of global clustering algorithm on the Topology Zoo under the assumption of the shortest path

network environment, we can use simple and fast local greedy algorithm SDN controller
placement to realize reliability optimization.
To further verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms, we simulate on the
more general network topology. We use the Internet Topology Zoo including 55 network
nodes, and set the link and node failure rate as 0.05, respectively.
In Fig. 3, we evaluate the average failure rate of the clustering based optimal algorithm
on the Topology Zoo. As can be seen from Fig. 3, all of the network average failure rate
decreases with the number of controller increasing for all of the network topology for the
clustering based global optimization algorithm. This is because that only the shortest path
between the controller and switches is used, the failure rate of each control path and the
path length has a close relationship, and as the number of controllers increases, the average
transmission delay of network between the controller and the switch will decreases, the
average failure rate will be reduced.
In Fig. 4, we evaluate the average failure ratio of the suboptimal algorithm based on
greedy algorithm on the Topology Zoo. As can be seen from Fig. 4, for all network topologies, using suboptimal algorithm based on greedy algorithm to obtain the network average
failure rate is roughly inversely proportional to the number of controllers . However, with
the number of controllers increasing, the average failure ratio is fluctuations, which means
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Fig. 4. The average failure rate of the local algorithm on the Topology Zoo under the assumption of
the shortest path

Fig. 5. Network average failure rate versus failure rate of each node or edge with Multi-paths

the performance of convergence is not good as the clustering based optimum algorithm.
This is because that local algorithm is easy to fall into local optimum.

5.2.

Simulation Results for the Case of Multi-paths

For the case of multiple paths between controllers and switches, we assume that each
node is completely reliable in order to simplify computation complexity. The failure rate
of link is from 0 to 0.2. Based on the reliability factor (RF), we use Bren (composed of 37
nodes) topology based on Internet Topology Zoo, we assume that there are 6 controllers.
In Fig. 5, we evaluate the performance of average failure rate for the proposed algorithms. From the Figure, we can see that the proposed clustering based global optimization algorithm and greedy algorithm based local optimization outperform the random algorithm. This means that reliability factor defined in the above section can be used to
represent the actual reliability.
To further verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms, we simulate on the
more general network topology. We use the Internet Topology Zoo including 43 network
nodes, and set the link failure rate as 0.1.
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Fig. 6. The average failure rate of global clustering based algorithm on the Topology Zoo with
multi-paths.

Fig. 7. Network average failure rate versus failure rate of each node or edge with Multi-paths

Fig. 8. The average failure rate of random algorithm on the Topology Zoo with multi-paths.

From Fig. 6 to Fig. 8, we can observe that global clustering based optimal algorithm
and local greedy algorithm based on reliability factors can optimize the performance of
network reliability for the case of Multi-paths. And the performance of global clustering
algorithm is better than the local greedy algorithm. Both algorithms are not affected by
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the number of controllers. This is because the reliability of multi-paths between two nodes
is affected by many factors, such as the number of paths, the path correlation and so on,
and the length of path is only one factor.

6.

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have studied the problem of controller placement, and the cases with the
shortest path and multi-paths have been considered, respectively. For the multi-paths case,
we have defined the reliability factor to replace the network reliability. Then the clustering
based global optimization algorithm and the local optimization algorithm based on greedy
algorithm have been proposed, respectively. Finally, we have verified the performance of
the proposed algorithms based on the Internet2 OS3E and Internet Topology Zoo.
In our future work, multiple objectives optimization will be considered for the controller placement.
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